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Abstract – Enhancing of speech affected by the noise is the
most important factor of speech enhancement. The main
objective of speech enhancement is to improve perceptual
aspects of speech such as overall quality, intelligibility and
degree of listener fatigue [1]. Speech enhancement also
results in clarity speech, pleasantness of the speech signal,
compatibility with some other method in speech processing.
In this paper comparative performance analysis of different
speech enhancement method has been explained. Basic
spectral subtraction method, minimum (MMSE), subspace
methods, speech enhancement using an adaptive wiener
filtering approach are the different methods that has been
presented in this paper. In section 1 we have explained the
introduction of speech enhancement and in section 2 and
section 3 we have explained different methods and give
references.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In speech communication speech signal is always
degraded by the noise. In order to achieve the Speech
enhancement several techniques has been proposed using
different algorithms with the help of mathematical
approach as well as stimulation. Spectral subtraction
method is one of the methods that we have presented in
this paper. it is used to remove the effect of the
background noise. There are different methods of spectral
subtraction like spectral subtraction with over subtraction,
non linear spectral subtraction (NSS), Nonlinear weighted
noise subtraction (NWNS), multiband spectral subtraction
[1]. The performance of wiener filtering approach is
depend on the quality of the output speech signal, its
intelligibility and its clarity.[1-5].Signal subspace
approach is the another technique for enhancing the
speech signal degrade by uncorrelated additive noise or
colored noise[5,7]. The MMSE estimator is also one of the
algorithms proposed for removal of additive background
noise. It is a single channel speech enhancement technique
for the enhancement of speech degraded by additive
background noise.[6].

II. SPEECH ENHANCEMENT

Speech enhancement aims to improve speech quality by
using various algorithms. The objective of enhancement is
improvement in intelligibility and/or overall perceptual
quality of degraded speech signal using audio signal
processing techniques [11]. Enhancing of speech degraded
by noise, or noise reduction, is the most important field of
speech enhancement, and used for many applications such
as mobile phones, VoIP, teleconferencing systems,speech
recognition, and hearing aids[11].

III. SPEECH ENHANCEMENT METHODS

3.1 - Single channel speech enhancement
3.2 - Multiple channel speech enhancement
3.1.1- Basic Spectral Subtraction Method

The spectral subtraction method is historically one of
the first algorithms proposed for noise reduction [7].It is
very simple method and easy to implement, it based on the
principle that we can obtain an estimate of the clean signal
spectrum by subtracting an estimate of the noise spectrum
from the noisy Speech spectrum. The noise spectrum can
be estimated, and updated, during the periods when the
signal is absent or when only noise is present i.e. during
speech pauses’. Basic assumption is noise is additive¸ its
spectrum does not change with time means noise is
stationary or it’s slowly time varying signal¸ whose
spectrum does not change significantly between the
updating periods. Block diagram as shown in figure 1.

Figure 1 basic spectral subtraction method
X(n)=noisy speech

Y(n)=enhanced speech

3.1.2- speech enhancement using an adaptive wiener
filtering approach.
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The Wiener filter is a popular technique that has been
used in many signal enhancement methods. The basic
principle of the Wiener filter is to obtain an estimate of the
clean signal from that corrupted by additive noise [8]. This
estimate is obtained by minimizing the Mean Square Error
(MSE) between the desired signal s(n) and the estimated
signal ˆs(n). The frequency domain solution to this
optimization Problem gives the following filter transfer
function [8]
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Where Ps(ω) and Pv(ω) are the power spectral densities of
the clean and the noise signals, respectively. This formula
can be derived considering the signal s and the noise v as
uncorrelated and stationary signals. The SNR is defined
by: [8]
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3.1.3- Signal subspace method
The subspace enhancement algorithms make an explicit

compromise between signal distortion and noise and
several authors have suggested basing this compromise on
perceptual models to permit higher noise in spectral
regions where it will be masked, thereby allowing a
reduction in distortion [9].
3.1.4- Minimum Mean Square Estimators (MMSE)

In an influential paper [10] proposed an optimal MMSE
estimation of the short time spectral amplitude (STSA); its
structure is the same as that of spectral subtraction but in
contrast to the Wiener filtering motivation of spectral
subtraction, it optimizes the estimate of the real rather than
complex spectral amplitude In this section, we explain a
historically important speech enhancement method, that is,
the MMSE-STSA method [12] proposed by Ephraim and
Malah in 1984. Ephraim and Malah have proposed not
only an efficient spectral gain, but also an efficient
estimation technique to get the a priori SNR. The MMSE-
STSA method is derived by minimizing a conditional
mean square value of the short time spectral amplitude.
The cost function to be
minimized is given by

(3)
Where p ( X | Y ) denotes the conditional PDF of X . The
estimated speech spectrum which minimizes (mmse)is
given as

(4)

3.2 -Multiple channel techniques—
3.2.1 -Adaptive filter

In a multichannel system (p>1) it is possible to remove
noise and interference signals by applying sophisticated
adaptive filtering techniques that use spatial or redundant
information. However there are a number of noise and
distortion sources that cannot be minimized by increasing
the number of microphones. Examples of this are the
surveillance, recording, and playback equipment. There
are several classes of adaptive filtering (Honig &
Messerschmitt, 1984)[14] that can be useful for speech
enhancement. In the estimator application .the internal
parameters of the adaptive filter are used as estimate. In
the predictor application , the filter is used to filter an
input signal, x(n),in order to minimize the output signal,
e(n)=x(n)-y(n), within the constraints of the filter
structure. A predictor structure is a linear weighting of
some finite number of past input samples used to estimate
or predict the current input sample. In the joint-process
estimator application there are two inputs x(n) and d(n).
The objective is usually to minimize the size of the output
signal, e(n)=d(n)-y(n) , in which case the objective of the
adaptive filter itself is to generate an estimate of d(n),
based on a filtered version of x(n),y(n).[14]

Fig.2. Classes of adaptive filters

3.2.2- Multichannel wiener filtering
Wiener filtering is most widely used technique for the

enhancement of speech. In multichannel [14], broadband
noisy speech signal is divided into multiple sub bands
through filterbank called analysis. Each subband then
filtered from Wiener filter for enhancement. All the
outputs from Wiener filter recombined through inverse
filterbank are called synthesis.[14] In order to formulate
Wiener filter, it is required to have a desired signal
d[k][n]. We need to have autocorrelation matrix and cross
correlation vector, which can be calculated as,
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(5)
Practically, these are calculated according to the array

model and sources. Wiener Hopf can be calculated as [15],

(6)
Error signal can be calculated from the difference

between desired signal and the beam forming output signal
as,

(7)

IV. COMPARISON TABLE FOR SINGLE CHANNEL
AND MULTI CHANNEL TECHNIQUES

Single Channel Speech
Enhancement Techniques

Multiple Channel
Speech Enhancement
Techniques

Basic Spectral subtraction
method—
It is based on the principle
that we can obtain an
estimate of the clean signal
spectrum by subtracting an
estimate of the noise
spectrum from the noisy
Speech spectrum [7].

Adaptive filter
In a multichannel system
it is possible to remove
noise and interference
signals by applying
sophisticated adaptive
filtering techniques [14].
Examples of this are the
surveillance, recording,
and playback equipment
[14].

Signal subspace method-
The subspace enhancement
algorithms make an explicit
compromise between signal
distortion and noise [9].
MMSE-(minimum mean
square estimation)-
Its structure is the same as
that of spectral subtraction
but in contrast to the Wiener
filtering motivation of
spectral subtraction, it
optimizes the estimate of the
real rather than complex
spectral amplitude.

Wiener filter
Wiener filtering is most
widely used technique for
the enhancement of
speech. In multichannel
[14], broadband noisy
speech signal is divided
into multiple sub bands
through filterbank called
analysis. Each subband
then filtered from Wiener
filter for enhancement
[14] All the outputs from
Wiener filter recombined
through inverse filterbank
are called synthesis[14]

Adaptive wiener filtering
The basic principle of the
Wiener filter is to obtain an
estimate of the clean signal
from that corrupted by
additive noise. This estimate
is obtained by minimizing the
Mean Square Error (MSE)
between the desired signal
s(n) and the estimated signal
ˆs(n)[8].

V. CONCLUSION

Various speech enhancement approaches has been
approached in this paper. Studied the basic filter
subtraction method. Also studied the filter transfer
function for an adaptive wiener filtering approach also the
signal to noise ratio for the same. Also seen the signal
subspace method and minimum mean square estimators.
thus In this paper comparative performance analysis of
different speech enhancement method has been explained.
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